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KITCHEN & BATH DESIGN

Tile Redi Shower Bases
These prepitched, tileable shower pans from American Standard are simple to install and 

can be tiled the same day, eliminating construction delays. Tile or stone can be applied di-
rectly to the base surface. Styles include Redi Base with round drain cover; Redi Free with 
barrier-free entrance; and Redi Trench with integrated trench and drain. All Tile Redi bases 
include 2-inch PVC drain, adjustable stainless steel drain plate, and tile-setting materials.

For more information, No. 800 on reader service card.

Muse One-Piece Toilet
This modern one-piece toilet from ICERA uses 
just 1.28 gallons per fl ush, with quiet Hyperion 
fl ushing technology making it overall 30 to 50 
percent more effi cient than most toilets. A 
larger trapway eliminates clogging, while preci-
sion rim jets, large water spot, and MicroGlaze 
non-staining, anti-microbial fi nish keep the 
bowl clean. Muse is available in black, white, 
and biscuit, with multiple metal fi nish options 
for purchase. 
For more information, No. 801 on reader 

service card.

ProLine Linear Shower Drain
The trough slope in this linear shower drain 
from Quick Drain ensures all water and de-
bris are removed. Different spacer styles are 
available to raise the drain cover fl ush with 
the fl oor, regardless of material thickness. 
Strainer patterns consist of dots, horizontal, 
vertical, waves, diagonal, and tile-in/hidden 
drain. Quick Drain can also create custom-
sized drains up to 100 feet long.

For more information, No. 802 on reader 

service card.

Cape Anne Collection
Based on Danze’s original Opulence collection, this new 
faucet collection is a more subtle, modest version for 
powder rooms and master baths. Items include two-handle 
centerset, widespread, Roman tub with personal side spray, 
tub/shower options, and pressure balance valve trim kits. 
All Cape Anne lavatory faucets sport a water-saving laminar 
fl ow of 1.5 gallons per minute.

For more information, No. 804 on reader service card.

GE Wall Oven
This full-size convection oven from 
GE utilizes European direct air 
technology to improve cooking per-
formance. New vents on top of the 
oven cavity channel heated air from 
the top and back oven wall directly 
onto the food depending on the de-
sired cooking mode. Internal fans 
can reverse direction and operate 
at multiple speeds. Users can also 
control the Brillion-enabled ovens 
through an iPhone or Android app.

For more information, No. 803 on 

reader service card.




